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I have been told that some 1,600 degrees are to be conferred here tonight.
I have been told that they include about 900 undergraduate and 700
graduate degrees.
I have also been provided with enough facts and enough statistics to spend
the better part of the evening telling you graduates how wonderful you are
,.. what a great university you have been attending... and what an auspicious occasion this is.
But that was yesterday's commencement address, and as the song proclaims, there is indeed a new day dawning.
It is a day that allows no time for flattery, no comfort in platitudes, and
no satisfaction in doing only that which is accepted.
It is a day of great excitement and great agony... a day of soaring hopes
and fearful uncertainties ... a day of increasing wisdom ... and a day of
lingering ignorance as well.
It is a day for hard work, for involvement, for courage, for commitment
to a better world.
But it is also, I regret to say, a day when we hear more and more about
a growing despair among our young people.
A news magazine notes that "apathy and cynicism are said to have returned
in force to the campuses this year."
The Newman Report on Higher Education says that many of our best
students view the outside world "with deepening suspicion and hostility."
These students, the Report says, regard the university not as an educational
center-but as a haven from the world, and so they stay within its shadow
long after they should have left. They "avoid the future," the Report said.
The picture is one of youthful disillusionment, fear, disgust, and surrender.
I believe, and I sincerely hope, that the camera was way out of focus when
such a picture was taken. For I believe that-despite all of the unrest in our
country today-we are standing on the brink of national maturity.
I know that it sounds a bit ironic to those who have interpreted campus
unrest - and several unfortunate and unjustified episodes - as a sign of deterio*The substance of this article was delivered as the commencement address at the
University of Florida on June 12, 1971. For purposes of publication in the University of
FloridaLaw Review, some revisions have been made.
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ration of our society. But I am convinced that determined questioning, sincere
concern, and legitimate action by our young people will strengthen Americanot tear her down.
Even now, the results are apparent. Some of our oldest and most cherished
ideals are being remembered, restated, and rekindled with a commitment
that does honor to our founding fathers.
Some of our oldest and more backward attitudes, however, are being
challenged seriously for the first time- and rightly so.
Truth and quality are required more than ever before from both the
government - and from the corporation.
We are beginning to develop the restraint and the self-control of a mature
nation that knows its own limitations.
In foreign affairs we have begun to recognize that what is best in our own
country might not work so well elsewhere.
We have begun to recognize the limits on military power as either an
effective or a desirable tool for solving international problems. We have begun
to see the great danger in our diplomatic isolation from those with whom we
differ.
And we are beginning to understand that the best way to spread liberty
abroad is to set a good example of it in our own country.
We are learning ever so painfully to uphold our basic freedoms of speech,
press, and religion at home, even when it might seem unpopular to do so.
This particular lesson is basic to the continuation of American democracy.
This is the strength of our country -that we are willing to question ourselves.
For liberty, fully used, is sometimes a difficult thing to tolerate; but liberty,
sitting idle, is an impossible thing to preserve.
We are also learning that racial discrimination and democracy are incompatible. We are learning that women have legitimate grievances against
a system that has discriminated against them for years.
The very concept of the word "freedom" is beginning to expand, to address
itself to other great problems of modern America.
I am speaking, of course, of poverty, fear, ignorance, hunger, and pollution. They are not as obvious as chains or bars, but their effect is the same.
We must pursue freedom from those evils as vigorously as we are seeking to
preserve our more conventional freedoms.
We do not claim to have all the answers. The man who thinks he has all
the answers usually does not even understand the question. But the point is
that despite our problems, despite our failures, and despite our serious shortcomings we remain the greatest nation on earth - the best hope for free
men ever.
Our forefathers were not afraid of self-analysis - and neither are we. We
do not accept failure as the final answer.
There are more people than ever before - from all walks of life - who now
are trying to perceive the great problems of American society and to correct
them. They need help. They need the assistance, the understanding, the patience and good will of every person here. I would go so far as to say that
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they deserve that much from those of you who were in part responsible for
placing them on the road to constructive reform. They also deserve and must
have your help in saving that which has been right - and good - about
America.
PUBLIC SCHOOLS FOR A STARTER

Perhaps the most crucial September in the long and remarkable history
of our public schools will be upon us in a matter of days.
How sad it will be if the emotions of the hour become the legacy of a
generation. Our schools must be maintained. Our children must be allowed
to learn. And our laws must be respected and observed.
I think that most Floridians understand this and will act responsibly in
September. But those who know the value of our public school system and
the danger of allowing it to collapse through lack of support have no right
merely to sit around and hope.
You graduates, faculty, and parents here tonight come from virtually
every county in Florida. Most of you are products of public education. You
have the ability and the opportunity to encourage reason and calm in your
own communities in the days ahead. I sincerely hope you will do so.
You have the ability and the opportunity to seek the broad community
desegregation and cooperation, which ultimately will make busing unnecessary.
I sincerely hope that you will do that as well. For busing, certainly, is an
artificial and inadequate instrument of change. Nobody really wants it- not
you, not me, not the people, not the school boards - not even the courts.
Yet the law demands, and rightly so, that we put an end to segregation
in our society.
We must demonstrate good faith in doing just that. We must demonstrate
a greater willingness to initiate meaningful steps in this area. We must stop
inviting, by our own intransigence, devices that are repugnant to us. In this
way and in this way only, will we stop massive busing once and for all. Only
in this way will we put the divisive and self-defeating issue of race behind us
once and for all. And only in this way can we redirect our energies to our real
quest -that of providing an equal opportunity for quality education to all
of our children.
If there is another answer, I have yet to hear it.
Tolerance is the key. I hope that all citizens will use it in the days ahead.
It is easy for us to sit in our own homes, churches, or classrooms and put
labels on others. It is more difficult and far more productive to meet the other
person, to hear what he has to say, to discover that he is basically decent and
sincere, and to seek ways in which we can live and work together in peace and
understanding.
I am convinced that the maturing of America depends upon this kind of
effort.
It has been said that we are heading for an "educational apartheid" in
this country -one in which community and college will close off the communication that still exists between them, One in which, as the Newman
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Report suggested, students and faculty regard the campus as an enclave and
view the outside world with growing contempt. And one in which that contempt would be returned tenfold in anti-intellectualism and repression.
I say that we cannot afford to let that happen to us - not after we have
come so far.
Help
Help
Help
Help
Help

us
us
us
us
us

usher in the new day of national maturity and understanding.
to find out what is wrong with education and to correct it.
to discover assaults upon the environment and to stop them.
to detect bureaucratic waste and insensitivity and eliminate it.
by getting involved - really involved.

If you think our approaches leave something to be desired you might
consider entering one of the fields in which you see the greatest problems fields such as welfare, politics, ecology, criminal justice, teaching, and scores
of other areas of social importance. Whatever your field or profession, there
is much that you can do within it to help us seek a better world, a better
nation, a better Florida.
A German immigrant, Carl Schurz, once said: "Ideals are like stars; you
will not succeed in touching them with your hands. But like the seafaring man
on the desert of waters, you will choose them as your guides, and following
them, you will reach your destiny."
We are privileged to live in a great country -one that recognizes each
man's right to pursue his own destiny.
Do not underestimate its ability to respond with conviction, with concern,
with heart. And do not underestimate your own ability to help it along, to
contribute.
Your country needs your energy, your constructive criticism and, most of
all, it needs your faith. The effort that brought you to this point tonight was
in itself an expression of faith.
Do not let it stop here.
Do not dream of what might have been - and forfeit that which can be.
Come join us in shaping the new day.
I wish you success and Godspeed.
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